Folding Paper: The Infinite Possibilities of Origami

Resource List for Venues

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

ORIGAMI INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS BY EXHIBITION ARTISTS

By Krystyna and Wojtek Burczyck
- *Twirl Kusudamas 1, Twirl Kusudamas 2, and Twirl Kusudamas 3*, Zabierzów, Poland: self-published, 2008 (in Polish and English)

By Roman Diaz
- *Origami Essence*, Passion Origami Publications, France, 2011 (Spanish and English)
- *Origami for Interpreters*, Passion Origami Publications, France, 2006 (Spanish and English)

By Tomoko Fuse

By Eric Gjerde

By Tom Hull
- *Origami Plain and Simple* (with Robert Neale), New York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 1994

By Paul Jackson

By Eric Joisel
By Satoshi Kamiya  

By Michael LaFosse and Richard Alexander  

By Robert J. Lang  
- *Sea Creatures in Origami* (with John Montroll), New York: Dover Publications, 2011  
- *Origami Under the Sea* (with John Montroll), New York: Dover Publications, 2009  
- *Origami Zoo* (with Stephen Weiss), New York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 1989  

By Bernie Peyton  
- *Eco Origami*, Passion Origami, France, September 2012

By Florence Temko  
- *Origami Magic*, New York: Scholastic, 1993

By Nicolas Terry  
- *Passion Origami*, Passion Origami Publications, France, 2005  

By Vietnam Origami Group (Hieu Tran Trung, Giang Dinh)  
- *50 Hours of Origami*, Passion Origami Publications, France, 2011 (in English)

By Makoto Yamaguchi  
- *Folding Japan with Origami in English*, Tokyo: Natsumesha, 2005  

By Akira Yoshizawa  
- *Origami Museum I: Animals* (v. 1), Kamakura: Kamakura Shobo Publishing, 1987 (in English)  
OTHER RECOMMENDED ORIGAMI INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS

By Robert Harbin

By Jun Maekawa

By John Montroll

By Nick Robinson
- *World’s Best Origami*, Alpha, 2010
- *The Origami Bible* (with David Brill), North Light Books, 2004

By Jeffrey Rutzky and Chris Palmer

EXHIBITION CATALOGS ABOUT ORIGAMI

By Hangar-7, Salzburg (ed.)
- *Masters of Origami at Hangar-7: The Art of Paperfolding*, Ostfildern-Ruit, Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2005

By Meher McArthur and Robert J. Lang

By Mingei International Museum
BOOKS ABOUT SADAKO SASAKI

By Eleanor Coerr

By Takayuki Ishii
- One Thousand Paper Cranes: The Story of Sadako and the Children's Peace Statue, Laurel Leaf, 2005

ORIGAMI AND MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND EDUCATION

By Erik D. Demaine and Joseph O'Rourke

By Thomas Hull

By Robert J. Lang

By Patsy Wang-Iverson, Robert J. Lang and Mark Yim

ORIGAMI DOCUMENTARY DVD

Directed by Vanessa Gould
- Between the Folds, Green Fuse Films, NYC, 2010 (available through PBS.org)
ONLINE ORIGAMI RESOURCES

ORIGAMI SOCIETIES

OrigamiUSA
OrigamiUSA is a national organization based in New York City. The website includes a calendar of origami events around the world and links to local and international origami societies.
http://origamiusa.org/

British Origami Society
This organization’s website features *The Lister List*, a collection of scholarly articles about origami by British origami historian, David Lister.
http://britishorigami.info/

Japan Origami Academic Society
Publisher of *Origami Tanteidan Magazine*, this group is one of two origami societies in Japan.
http://origami.gr.jp

Nippon Origami Association
The Nippon Origami Association is the other major origami association in Japan.
http://origami-noa.com/

OTHER ONLINE RESOURCES

Origami Database
An online database of over 40,000 entries, showing where models are diagrammed, which models are included in various books, pictures of folded models, and links to many origami websites.
http://origamidatabase.com/

Origami Resource Center
A curated reference that provides information about the art of paper folding, links to diagrams, databases, book reviews, and ways to be a part of the paper folding community.
http://www.origami-resource-center.com/

Other Online Resources
Many origami artists maintain their own websites and/or collections of their work on photo-sharing sites such as Flickr. URLs for such pages are given in the individual artists’ descriptions, and many of them are readily found via various online search engines.
ORIGAMI PRODUCTS

ORIGAMI KITS

By Michael G LaFosse and Richard Alexander
- Money Origami Kit, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle 2009
- Geometric Origami, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle, 2011
- Story-Gami, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle, 2010
- Origami Butterflies, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle, 2009
- Origami Flowers, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle, 2004

By Florence Temko
- Origami from the Heart, Tokyo/Rutland, Vermont/ Singapore: Tuttle, 2007

ORIGAMI PAPERS

There are many online stores selling papers suitable for origami, including handmade and machine-made papers from around the world.

The Origami Source
OrigamiUSA’s online store of books and paper
http://origamiusa.org/catalog

Origamido Studio
Unique handmade Origamido® papers by Michael G. LaFosse and Richard Alexander
http://www.origamido.com

Origami-Shop.com
Nicolas Terry’s website and store selling paper, books and other products, including Origamido® paper
http://www.origami-shop.com

Kim’s Crane Origami Supplies
A wide selection of books, paper, and origami supplies
http://www.kimscrane.com

Paper Circle: O-gami Paper Shop
Maker of O-gami, a fine paper for complex origami designs
http://www.papercircle.org/buy-o-gami-paper

New York Central Art Supply
A supplier of high-quality papers from around the world, many of which are suitable for origami
http://nycentralart.com

ORIGAMI CLOTHING

Café Press
T-shirts, baseball caps and other origami-related clothing
http://shop.cafepress.com/origami?pid=7455620
ORIGAMI JEWELRY

Origami Crafts by OriCraft
Origami jewelry and other designs by Ayako Brodek
http://www.oricraft.com/origamijewelry.html

Origami Bijou
Jewelry made with silver sheets of paper designed by Cindy Ng
http://origamibijou.com/

Origami Jewelry
Silver, gold filled and other jewelry by French designers Claire Naa and Arnaud Soulignac
http://www.origamijewellery.com/
Folding Paper is a groundbreaking exhibition that explores the evolution of origami from craft to fine art and its stunning modern-day applications in the fields of mathematics, engineering, design, and the global peace movement. Works by 45 master folders from around the world— from countries as diverse as Japan, the United States, Uruguay, and Russia—showcase the power and potential of contemporary origami. In these artists’ hands, paper is a medium for infinite creativity. The works range from lifelike and representational to mathematical and computer-generated to lyrical and abstract to soc